Survey Questions
Questions for AT vendors
The country where you are located is:
The countries where you do business are:
The size of your team is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Please describe what you do. (you can use a current project as an example to describe your work process in detail)
How did you end up focusing on this particular field of work?
What tools, services or people help you do your work?
What are the obstacles to getting your work done and how do you resolve them?
How do you define success in your work?
What could be changed/removed/added to help you be more successful?
If you had a magic wand, what would you invent to help you be more successful?
Are you or have you ever been involved in any other activities related to AT?

Contact info for interview

Questions for AT developers
The country where you are located is:
The countries where you do business are:
The size of your team is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Please describe what you do. (you can use a current project as an example to describe your work process in detail)
How did you end up focusing on this particular field of work?
What tools, services or people help you find work and carry out a project?
What are the obstacles to getting your work done and how do you resolve them?
How do you define success in your work?
What could be changed/removed/added to help you be more successful?
If you had a magic wand, what would you invent to help you be more successful?
Are you or have you ever been involved in any other activities related to AT?
Contact info for interview

Questions for AT users
The country where you are located is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Please describe a typical day and the main activities you do.
What tools or services do you utilize to complete those activities, if any?
Are the products or services you are using satisfactory to you? Please explain in detail (provide examples and explain why or why not).
What do you do when existing AT products or services don’t work the way you want? How do you make them work for you?
What do you do when you can't find the products or services you want?
If you had a magic wand, what would you invent to allow you to more successfully achieve your daily goals?
Are you or have you ever been involved in any other activities related to AT?
Contact info for interview

Questions for Organizations that need to comply with accessibility standards
The country where you are located is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Please describe situations in which accessibility compliance comes up in your work.
What tools, services or people enable your organization comply with accessibility standards?
How do you find people or tools to help your organization comply with accessibility standards?
How does accessibility compliance impact your work and/or your organization?
What are the challenges or limitations around accessibility compliance in your organization?
How could this process be improved? Include anything from small changes in process to the biggest organizational changes you can imagine.
Are you or have you ever been involved in any other activities related to AT?
Contact info for interview

